A quantum field theory on Anti-de-Sitter space can be constructed from a conformal field theory on its boundary Minkowski space by an inversion of the holographic mapping. To do this the conformal field theory must satisfy certain constraints. The structure of operator product expansions is carried over to AdS space. We show that this method yields a higher spin field theory HS(4) from the minimal conformal O(N) sigma model in three dimensions. For these models AdS/CFT correspondence is hereby proved to second order in the coupling constant.
We drop the second analytic function. In explicit cases this split and rejection was done by using hypergeometric function identities. In abstract each analytic function belongs to a different but partially equivalent representation so that the splitting can be defined by a Hilbert transform over the Plancherel measure of the conformal group. We call one representation "dual" to the other one.
We proceed in this way on all n legs of G (n) and call the result Γ (n) (z 1 , z 2 , ...z n ) (1.4) the "AdS-lifted" n-point function.
The question whether the AdS theory so obtained has the original CFT as holographic image on the boundary is not trivial. If "yes" we call the lifting "consistent", if not, we call it "inconsistent" and discard it.
It is known that customary CFTs are built on a finite number of fundamental fields so that all other conformal fields are composite fields of these in a perturbative sense. Such theory contains 1PR graphs with fundamental fields at internal lines. On the other hand we can project a Green function on a conformal partial wave corresponding to a composite field in a unique fashion. The 1PR graph for the exchange of the fundamental field contains instead a pair of equivalent representations: that of the fundamental field and its dual (or "shadow representation") as described above. The holographic image of an AdS field theory never contains the shadow representations. Thus we conclude: A consistent lifting of a CFT d to an AdS d+1 field theory is possible only if the CFT d possesses solely composite fields as conformal fields. This implies that the CFT d is a reduced field theory of a bigger one including fundamental fields. We shall see that this criterion is necessary but not sufficient for consistency.
Let us make a further remark. Consider the case of tensor fields ϕ i (x i ), i.e. traceless SO(d) tensors of Young symmetry Y i . They can be contracted (operation "C") to a scalar multilocal field in some way
is a conformally invariant multilocal field if and only if
This is the background for contracting ϕ i (x i ) in G (n) of dimension ∆ i with K d−∆ i (z i , x i ) belonging to the dual representation. On the other hand K d−∆ intertwines a tensor Y i of SO(d) with a tensorỸ i of SO(d+1) andỸ i is not unique. The requirement is only that in restricting SO(d+1) to SO(d) the tensor Y i must occur. But there is a "canonical" procedure to fix this ambiguity, namely we let the Young tableaus of Y i andỸ i be the same and both tensors traceless.
The lifting of propagators
Using the lifting technique we produce AdS propagators for arbitrary symmetric traceless fields [2, 3] . Let
the "chordal" distance between the point z 1 , z 2 in Poincare coordinates. The (canonical) bulk-to-boundary propagators for a symmetric traceless tensor field of rank l [1] is
a und b are arbitrary fixed vectors used for the symmetrization. Using (2.5) the subtraction of traces in (2.3) can be achieved by using Gegenbauer polynomials C λ n , λ = 1 2
Contracting and integrating
and performing the Hilbert-transform split we can dispose of the dual term and get a propagator which involves Legendre functions of the second kind
Moreover this propagator is a bilocal tensor at z 1 , z 2 and can be spanned by the algebraic basis
Then the final propagator is
where κ l is a normalization
and R (l,k) (µ) are certain rational functions of µ. The sum over {r i } is restricted to
The functions R (l,k) (µ) are computable by a computer algorithm but we have no closed form for them in general.
The lifting of three-point functions
We want to consider for simplicity scalar fields only, their dimensions are ∆ i . In CFT d such three-point function is
with the "coupling constant" f 123 and
In AdS d+1 we obtain for the "star graph"
the same form with another factor eventually. This is an important result: Any CFT d 3-point function can be represented by a local interaction AdS d+1 (star graph) integral.
By lifting leg "3" we obtain in (3.3) a bulk-to-bulk propagator
With standard methods the following result for Γ (3) can be derived
Now we use the hypergeometric identity ("Kummer relation" [4] 9.132.1) to replace 2 F 1 (η) by two different Gaussian series 2 F 1 1 1−η which we call the "A-term" and the "B-term". After a few manipulations the A-term gives
In the boundary limit we get
with a certain f 123 . The B-term is instead
the B-term dominates the A-term on the AdS boundary, and it results
i.e. the 3-point function of ϕ 1 ( x 1 ), ϕ 2 ( x 2 ) and ϕ 1 ϕ 2 ( x 3 ) in CFT d . This is inconsistent, instead we must get the original 3-point function (3.1) back. We conclude that for any triple of scalar fields coupled in AdS field theory the "triangular inequalities"
must be satisfied for consistency. It is of course desirable to extend this result to 3-point functions of (symmetric traceless rank l i ) tensor fields with dimensions
In this case the ranks l i must satisfy obviously (for arbitrary i, j, k)
to enable a contraction of the tensors. Moreover we guess that (for arbitrary i, j, k)
must be fulfilled. In fact, in the literature only the case of the AdS vertex function of two equal scalar fields
coupled to a graviton field h (l 3 ) with
has been treated [5, 6] . In the Appendix we decompose this vertex function (modulo gauge terms) into A-and B-terms. The condition of consistency is
which agrees with (3.16). Moreover it coincides with the well-known condition for Wightman positivity of a non-free conformal scalar field. If the 3-point functions (with one leg, lifted) are inserted as subgraphs in the exchange diagram
then both A and B terms are inserted and the A term describes a ϕ 3 exchange whereas the B term involves all ϕ 1 ϕ 2 composite exchange fields as we learnt from examples.
Finally we note that the convergence of an n-point local interaction integral
necessitates the inequality
But this should be curcumvented by analytic continuation in the field dimension which is the standard regularization method of CFT. Only those cases cause problems for which
where poles appear under analytic continuation which can also be eliminited by multiplying with
4 Operator product expansions for AdS d+1 field theories lifted from a CFT d
An AdS d+1 field theory obtained by lifting from a conformal field theory in flat ddimensional space satisfying all the constraints found, inherits the algebraic structure of OPEs. Since the bulk-to-boundary propagators are intertwiners for conformal groups, it is a conformally covariant field theory. We shall formulate it here in a non-group theoretical fashion. We can express the OPE structure of a conformal field theory by 3-and 4-point functions. Namely, given a CFT d based on certain finitely many fundamental fields which transform as "elementary" representations of the conformal group (in short: are "conformal"), then each pair of fundamental fields expands as
where φ k are conformal fields (fundamental or composite) and K are 1-leg amputated 3-point functions. This expansion is "weakly convergent" and can be extended to all conformal fields (not only fundamental fields to start with). Instead we can consider 4-point functions
where G
k (x, y) is the two-point function of the field φ k . Thus we decompose the 4-point function (in a convergent fashion) into a sum of exchange amplitudes (= " conformal partial waves"), corresponding to graphs
the 3-point function subgraphs beeing nonlocal in general. The identification of each exchange amplitude with a "conformal partial wave" i.e. an irreducible elementary representation of the conformal group is nontrivial. The exchange amplitudes are easy to calculate and known explicitly for all exchanges of tensor fields between four scalar fields [7, 8] .
We would like to use exchange amplitudes for the operator product expansions in the AdS d+1 field theories as well. Thus we study these in a systematic way, allowing us to impose the requirements of "irreducibility" of the exchanged object. Here we want to concentrate on the case of a scalar field exchange. Tensor fields can be treated analogously. The well-known work by Liu [9] cannot be used since the integrations involved contain a systematic error.
We start from the singly lifted 3-point function of Section 3 and join the two boundaryto-bulk propagators for the fields
We decompose the φ 1 φ 2 φ 3 3-point function into A-and B-term. Then we expand the 2 F 1 resp 3 F 2 functions into power series. Each power leads by integration over the vertex "3" to an AdS four-star function which is well-known [10, 11] . It can be decomposed into two Gausssian hypergeometric series. So we obtain four expressions
But we can show that A 2 + B 2 can be summed to one expression C 1 . These functions have the properties: and is obtained from B 1 by reflection
Here l ij is the rank of a symmetric traceless tensor and l ij +2t ij is the number of derivations applied to bulk fields, of which t ij pairs are contracted. l and t fix the conformal composite field uniquely. The A 1 amplitude is the AdS-conformal partial wave and differs from the corresponding CFT partial wave by the normalization. The B 1 and C 1 amplitudes are typical AdS field theory effects.
The explicit forms of these A 1 ,B
We integrate the x 3 vertex by
and obtain after some summations
where a nm = (
and
We use the shorthand
In a similar way we obtain the B 1 amplitude
where 16) and
In the case of an exchange of a tensorial conformal field of dimension ∆ 3 , the A-term can be obtained as follows. We evaluate the AdS-3-point functions of two scalar fields 1,2 with the tensor field of dimension ∆ 3 and the two scalar fields 4,5 with the same tensor field but dimension d − ∆ 3 (for this integration, see [12] ). Both tensorial legs are drawn to the boundary point x 3 , contracted, and integrated over x 3 . Afterwards the Hilbert transform splitting is performed. On the one hand we obtain by the arguments of Section 2 that the two vertices have been connected this way by a bulk-to-bulk propagator of the tensor field. On the other hand AdS 3-point functions with all legs on the boundary are equal to flat CFT 3-point functions, the integration leads to the CFT exchange amplitude [7, 8] , and the exchanged object is irreducible, namely only the tensor field representation. Thus the B 1 and C 1 -part of the exchange amplitude have dropped out automatically. Thus we conclude that for AdS 4-point functions with all externel legs on the boundary operator product expansions are identical with those of flat CFT. Only proportionality factors ("coupling constants") must be adjusted. 
ϕ(x) has the conformal dimension
We shall specify d=3 later. The bilocal fields are conformally covariant as a tensor product representation. Their Green functions can be lifted to AdS Green functions by the (now) standard procedure. In particular
This bilocal field B(z 1 , z 2 ) will be the main tool in the definition of interactions in the field theory HS(4). The operator product expansion of b(x 1 , x 2 ) at N = ∞ involves the currents
which are conserved traceless and have dimension
Twist currents J (l,t) (y; a), t ≥ 1, which have dimension
including an anomalous part η(l, t) appear only at finite N. At finite N all currents J (l) , J (l,t) are not conserved except J (2) (the energy momentum tensor) and the local bilinear form (5.5) ceases to hold. Moreover anomalous dimensions appear also in (5.7) (except for l = 2). In the sequel we call t the "twist" quantum number.
If we decompose
where J (l) 0 contains all terms in (5.5) with r = 0, then we can show that
is a reordered Taylor expansion with
The coefficients B M,l can be calculated from the linear system of equations
Since M is triangular and
the B M l are uniquely defined. By conformal invariance we have
From the explicit form (5.5) we obtain
and from (5.12) -(5.14) for comparison We note also that the curly brackets in (5.16), (5.17) can be represented as Gegenbauer polynomials
Finally we decompose b(x 1 , x 2 ) as
and a as in (5.11). The AdS fields corresponding to J (l,t) (y) are H (l,t) (z), where H (l,0) (z) = h (l) (z) are the "gauge fields". The coefficients
can be determined from the operator product expansion of the four-point function
Now we turn to the 4-point function
which to leading order is represented by the graphs ) perturbative correction to the 4-point function
For this purpose we remember [13] that the corresponding CFT amplitude has as O( However, at d = 3 the contributions of the diabolo graphs vanish [14] . Therefore we need to reproduce only the contributions of the box graphs.
We amputate the amplitude (5.25) by
where (in general)
For the special value
it is known that the same operation can be performed with the Laplacian
(in this case p(δ) = 0 and the integral diverges at x 2 = x 3 , but cancelling zero and pole we obtain a differential operator). Correspondingly we start from the amplitudes (5.27), denote their boundary values in the arguments w 1 , w 2 σ(z 1 )σ(z 2 )b(y 1 , y 2 ) AdS and contract pairs by integration over the AdS boundary
Since in the box graph loops (5.29) fundamental CFT fields are propagated, we must keep both representations δ and d − δ produced by each integration in (5.36).
We have thus produced an AdS 4-point function of the σ-field to the order 1 N , whose holographic image at d = 3 is identical with the CFT 4-point function of the α-field. Moreover it can be obtained by an infinite sum over exchange amplitudes for all field H (l,t) (l ≥ 2 even and t ∈ N 0 ) in all three channels. However, it has been shown in [15] that after summing the three boxgraphs and applying an operator product expansion in any fixed channel, only the "gauge fields" h (l) and eventually composite fields of two α's survive. Thus we can represent the result as In the same fashion any skeleton graph of the conformal O(N) sigma model with only α-fields as external fields and arbitrary internal ϕ-loops can be cut into tree-subgraphs so that each subgraph contains one open ϕ-line, these can be lifted and then contracted by AdS surface integrations. The result is an AdS Green function whose holographic image is the given skeleton graph function by construction. The resulting higher spin field theory HS(4) is well-defined (renormalized), has a unique coupling constant, and is nonlocal due to the infinite number of tensor fields exchanged.
The arguments presented here can be completed to prove AdS/CFT correspondence for the minimal conformal sigma model at d=3 and HS(4) which was first conjectured by Klebanov and Polyakov [17] . The main observation is that all 2α-composites in (5.37) cancel each other if we keep only the A-terms for any higher spin field h (l) in any channel. To prove this we refer to the results of [14, 15] . In [14] it has been shown that at d = 3 (and only there) the CFT boxgraphs get contributions only from specific two-variable hypergeometric series with coefficients c (2j) nm , j ∈ {1, 2, 3}. In [15] we had shown that conformal partial wave analysis of these series give rise to the A-terms (the irreducible parts) of h (l) exchanges with certain coupling constants γ 2 l , which were computed. Now we turn this argument around, use the γ 2 l to sum over l and reconstruct the boxgraph functions in all channels. From [14] we know also that the result is the algebraic expression (equ. (51) of [14] ) 6 Is the field theory constructed here the same as the higher spin theory on AdS 4 known from the literature?
The theory which is formulated in the literature goes back to Fronsdal [18] . It possesses gauge fields h (l) , l ∈ 2N, and a scalar field σ as fundamental fields. For these cubic interaction terms were constructed by Fradkin and Vasiliev [19, 20] . Perturbation expansions are performed in two parameters: the gauge coupling and the curvature. In our construction the latter expansion seems superfluons, but may be useful in more detailed calculations such as operator product expansions at a bulk point of AdS. Literature on these higher spin fields is tremendously large and we can quote only a few publications: Vasiliev [21, 22] , Mikhailov [23] , Segal [24] and Sezgin and Sundell [25, 26] . Nevertheless higher order perturbative expansions (beyond the second order) in the gauge coupling, and a renormalization scheme have not been worked out yet. On the other hand our construction is a one-to-one map of the conformal sigma model restricted to O(N) singlet fields and d = 3. It is therefore a renormalized quantum field theory formulated in terms of Green functions with a perturbation expansion based on skeleton graphs and a gauge coupling constant proportional to N − 1 2 . Some cubic interaction terms were already evaluated in [27] .
We stress that
(1) local couplings σ n , n ≥ 3 do not occur (in agreement with Sezgin and Sundell),
(2) all non-vanishing 3-point functions of the sigma model can be translated into local cubic interactions in AdS space. In general these cubic interactions cannot be used for a perturbation expansion.
The fact that the 3-point function of α at d = 3 vanishes (Petkou [28] ) implies that σ 3 does not exist. Typical for our approach is the result that the exchange of gauge fields h (l) can be summed over l and is equivalent with an exchange of the bilocal-biscalar field B. This is a nonlocal interaction. On the other hand operator-product expanding B we have to choose an expansion point. Invariance with respect to changing the expansion point is very likely identical with hs(4) gauge symmetry.
The "anomalous" masses of the gauge fields h (l) for l ≥ 4 can be obtained immediately from the anomalous dimensions of the dual currents J (l) which have been obtained from a conformal partial wave expansion of a 4-point function [29] . However, methods based on AdS field equations are also possible. A Higgs mechanism may be not so easy to formulate.
Finally we emphasize the extreme simplicity of the sigma model at d = 3 if perturbative expansions are limited to second order [14] . It is conceivable that an effective Lagrangian approach is also valid to that perturbative order.
We identify the first term with the "A-term" and the second one with the "B-term" (gauge terms are neglected): 
